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The Role of Optical Surface Imaging Systems in Radiation Therapy

Jeremy D.P. Hoisak, PhD, and Todd Pawlicki, PhD

Optical surface imaging is a nonradiographic, noninvasive technology for continuous localization of patients during radiation therapy. Surface-guided radiation therapy (SGRT) has been applied to many treatment sites including breast, intracranial, head and neck, and extremities. SGRT enables a reduction of initial setup variability, provides verification of immobilization continuously during treatment including at noncoplanar linac gantry angles, and provides dynamic surface information for use in gated and breath-hold treatment techniques, all of which can permit reductions in the margins required to account for target localization uncertainty. Ancillary benefits from surface imaging include the ability to use immobilization techniques that confer greater comfort to patients, a reduction in imaging dose through reduced radiographic localization requirements, and improvements to the speed, efficiency, and safety of clinical workflows. This review will describe the objectives of SGRT, review the commercially available surface imaging systems, and provide an overview of SGRT applications by treatment site. Limitations and future applications of surface imaging systems are also discussed.
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Introduction

Innovation in radiation therapy technology has been motivated by the goal of increasing the dose delivered to the target while maintaining or minimizing dose to normal tissues. Modern linear accelerators equipped with multileaf collimators together with intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) have made it possible to deliver highly conformal radiation dose distributions around the target while sparing adjacent healthy tissues. This requires that the target be localized as accurately as possible to ensure the dose is delivered as intended. Localization uncertainty requires that the target includes a margin of surrounding healthy tissue called the Planning Target Volume (PTV) to ensure that the target will receive the intended dose of radiation, and there is a similar expansion around normal tissues called the Planning at Risk Volume (PRV) to ensure normal tissue sparing.

Intrafraction localization uncertainty can arise during radiation delivery due to patient movement or from internal anatomical motion through physiological processes such as breathing. If radiation is delivered over multiple treatment fractions, interfraction localization uncertainty can be created by variations in patient position or posture, changes in target size or shape, and normal physiological variability such as bladder and bowel filling. To help reduce interfraction position variations and intrafraction motion, many devices have been developed to ensure reproducible patient setup between fractions and immobilization of the target during delivery. These include rigid body frames and cradles, positioning boards, head fixation frames, thermoplastic head and shoulder masks, plaster molds and vacuum bags that conform to the patient’s body and help ensure a consistent posture from treatment to treatment.

The introduction of image-guidance into the treatment room using orthogonal kV x-rays and later, cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT), has further improved the ability to localize the target and allowed reduced margins. However, as these imaging modalities are generally employed at the start of the treatment only to address interfraction positioning uncertainties, there remains intrafraction target localization uncertainty during radiation delivery. Imaging can be performed periodically throughout the treatment fraction, between fields or during delivery using cine MV imaging or kV fluoroscopy, but this comes with a cost in the form of
additional radiation dose to the patient, or a longer overall treatment time. Conventional linac-mounted image-guidance systems have limited ability to image the patient at non-coplanar gantry angles, which are commonly used in stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), and are increasingly finding application in stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) for liver and lung.

Continuous monitoring of patient position can reduce target localization uncertainty due to intrafraction motion, and can reduce interfracton positioning uncertainty by improving initial setup. This translates into reductions in the PTV size, dose to normal tissues, and associated side effects. Nonradio-
graphic continuous localization technologies that do not use ionizing radiation have been developed specifically to aid in patient setup, reduce the need for imaging and attendant imaging dose, monitor patient position during treatment, and provide localization of the patient and target when using noncoplanar gantry angles. Nonradiographic continuous localization technologies can be broadly classified as either marker-based or surface-based. Marker-based localization technologies either passively track a reflective marker with an imaging system operating in the infrared (IR) spectrum or actively track a radiofrequency (RF) beacon using a set of RF receivers. These systems use a number of markers placed directly on the patient's surface or on a frame or immobilization device that is rigidly attached to the patient's surface; RF emitting beacons can also be implanted within the body. Active and passive marker systems typically employ a small number of markers, inherently limiting their ability to fully describe a patient's position and posture. Advances in computing power and imaging technology now allow the mapping of many arbitrary points on the patient while simultaneously tracking their position over time. If appropriately distributed, these points comprise a 3D surface and can be considered an extension of a marker-based approach, with a corresponding improvement in the ability to relate a patient's current position and posture to a reference.

The aim of this review is to provide a summary of the various roles that surface imaging can perform in an effort to reduce interfracton and intrafracton localization uncertainty and limit target volume expansions necessary to account for those uncertainties. Currently, these roles include reducing initial setup variability, verifying immobilization continuously during treatment, and providing dynamic surface information for use in gated and breath-hold treatment techniques. Commercially available surface imaging systems will be briefly described followed by an overview of their application by treatment site. Limitations and future applications of surface imaging systems are also discussed.

**Surface-Guided Radiation Therapy**

Surface-guided radiation therapy (SGRT) describes a variety of radiation therapy techniques that employ optical surface imaging to reduce localization uncertainty during treatment delivery, which can in turn lead to reduced target margins and dose to normal tissues. SGRT achieves this by (1) reducing interfracton setup uncertainty, (2) monitoring intrafracton patient movement, and (3) enabling respiratory-correlated treatments using gating or breath-hold techniques designed to minimize internal target motion and reduce dose to normal tissues. By providing continuous localization, SGRT also permits the use of less invasive patient fixation than other immobilization technologies, and greater patient comfort and speed of setup.

Commercially available optical surface imaging systems have been developed by vendors that are independent from current treatment delivery vendors. Although compatible with current gantry-based systems, this standalone nature also facilitates their use in support of treatment modalities where on-board imaging systems are either difficult to implement or have not yet been integrated. Surface imaging also has an important role in the treatment of pediatric patients where minimization of imaging dose is especially desirable.

**Commercially Available Surface Imaging Systems**

This review identified several optical surface imaging systems that are currently available for clinical use. There also exist several open-source and off-the-shelf surface imaging solutions being employed clinically or in a research capacity.

**AlignRT (Vision RT, London, United Kingdom)**

The AlignRT surface imaging system employs a combination of light projectors and optical cameras to generate a 3D map of a patient's topography. Projectors and high-definition cameras are mounted in pods on the ceiling of the treatment room, with typical installation having 3 pods to allow visualization of the patient in any position or gantry angle. An example of a treatment room installation of AlignRT is shown in Figure 1. The projectors emit white light that is colored red for patient comfort, as well as a checkerboard pattern to generate a texture pattern on the patient's surface. The optical cameras use these textural patterns to generate a 3D map of the patient's surface in real-time. This imaged surface is compared against a reference surface using a rigid registration algorithm. The reference surface can use the CT data-derived body contour calculated in the treatment planning system or captured in the treatment room at a given time point using the camera system. A user selects a region of interest (ROI) on the reference surface for the system to use for registration. AlignRT displays 3 axis displacements and 3 axis rotations as well as the root-mean-square (RMS) vector magnitude, i.e., 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), of all displacements on a display screen visible to radiation therapists in the treatment room. Tolerances for each axis can be set according to the treatment site or application. Resolution and refresh rate can also be set depending on treatment site and application. For example, tolerances and refresh rates are tighter for monitoring position in SRS cases versus whole breast. When any axis or the RMS vector magnitude is out of tolerance, the display switches from a green bar to a red bar. The performance of AlignRT has been widely studied in surface-guided SRS, breast, and other treatment sites.
AlignRT can also operate in a mode called GateRT which tracks an optical surface of the patient’s abdomen as a surrogate of breathing. A camera pod must be mounted in the CT simulation room to image the patient’s surface and generate the breathing signal for sorting 4D-CT acquisition. The surface is then monitored in the treatment room and can be interlocked to the treatment machine to trigger beam on/off when respiration is within predefined respiratory phases.

Catalyst (C-Rad, Upsalla, Sweden)
The Catalyst surface imaging system uses ceiling-mounted light emitters in the near-violet range to form a map of the patient’s topography. The Catalyst-HD system is designed specifically for stereotactic applications and uses high-definition cameras. Catalyst performs real-time deformable registration using a finite element model to correlate the surface image with the reference image, and internal anatomy. The system also employs a red light source and a green light source to project calculated posture errors directly onto the patient’s surface, facilitating therapist guidance in how to correct the patient’s posture to match the planned treatment position (Fig. 2). The calculated displacement of the treatment isocenter is translated into 6 DOF shifts to align the patient to the final treatment position. The Catalyst system can also be used for gating at the time of simulation and treatment. To obtain a breathing signal, a separate subsystem in the CT simulation room called Sentinel uses a laser to measure the rise and fall of the patient’s surface within an ROI located approximately at the xyphoid. The amplitude of this time-varying signal serves as a surrogate measure of the patient’s respiratory cycle and is used to gate the CT image acquisition. Free-breathing, 4D-CT and breath-hold scans can then be acquired. The Catalyst system has been employed in several studies of surface-guided breast treatment.

Identify (Humediq, Grunwald, Germany)
A recently available surface imaging system, the Identify system, employs 3 ceiling-mounted high-definition cameras to image the patient and map the patient’s surface. The reference surface is derived from the CT data set, and is compared with an optical surface. Deviations from the reference are displayed as 6 DOF error bars along with a color overlay with a live video feed, providing therapists with an augmented reality scene to guide adjustments to the position and posture of the patient (Fig. 3). The system employs a 3D camera with a larger field of view to detect position-dependent accessories such as immobilization devices and guide their placement on the treatment couch. Identify has modules for breath coaching and gating in the CT simulation room as well as the treatment delivery room. This surface imaging system has only recently become available for clinical use, and peer-reviewed publications describing the system’s performance were not available at the time of this writing.

Clinical SGRT Workflow
The previously described optical surface imaging systems use different mechanisms for imaging the patient’s surface, determining the difference between actual patient position and a reference position, and relaying these differences back to the user for corrective action. However, the role of surface imaging in a typical treatment delivery workflow is largely similar to...
between different systems. The conventional radiation therapy patient setup technique uses marks on the patient’s skin placed at the time of simulation to provide a reference point to align to the room lasers and position the treatment isocenter at the treatment machine’s isocenter.

One example clinical workflow for SGRT is to complement the initial setup of the patient on the treatment couch with information obtained from a surface imaging system. The reference surface from the treatment planning system is used to verify whether patient position and posture matches the patient’s position and posture at the time of simulation. Initial setup is followed by pretreatment imaging using planar orthogonal images to further verify patient and target position by aligning to bony anatomy, implanted marker seeds, or surgical clips to digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR) reference images derived from the planning CT. Volumetric imaging with CBCT allows soft-tissue visualization and can be performed in place of, or as a complement to, planar orthogonal images if the treatment requires direct localization of the target. In general, however, SGRT is not used as a gold standard for patient setup. Therefore, shifts computed by the in-room radiographic imaging system are then remotely applied to the treatment couch to finalize patient position. The surface imaging system is used to acquire a new reference surface for monitoring the patient for the duration of the treatment fraction. If motion is observed at any time, treatment can be halted until the patient is back within the predefined tolerances for that site. The radiation therapists can reenter the room and adjust using surface imaging as guidance if posture or position remains outside of tolerance, or if necessary, repeat radiographic imaging followed by re-capture of a new reference surface.

The generation and real-time registration of a patient surface map are computationally intensive tasks, and with current computer processing hardware, there exists a trade-off between the resolution of the rendered surface, the dimensions of the region being monitored, and the refresh rate necessary to detect motion for a given application. For breathing monitoring applications, a larger surface is required but this can be of lower resolution; conversely, faster refresh rates are needed to detect larger and faster surface movements.

### Clinical Applications of SGRT

The role of SGRT has been explored in a variety of anatomical sites, according to the objectives outlined previously; that of reducing margins, improving comfort while maintaining margins, reducing imaging requirements while maintaining margins, and/or enabling breathing-correlated treatment techniques. The treatment sites and applications range from the simple to complex depending on which of these objectives SGRT is aiming to address.

#### Intracranial

Surface imaging has been proposed as a continuous localization method in intracranial SRS to achieve submillimeter localization of the patient through all treatment positions and permit the same margins as are used with invasive head frames, bite block systems, or other marker-based localization technologies. With long treatment times, excessively restrictive immobilization devices can become counterproductive, in that uncomfortable patients may move or shift during treatment, necessitating periodic imaging or larger target margins. Furthermore, edentulous patients have poor immobilization with bite block systems. Cervino et al. describe an SGRT technique for radiosurgery that uses an open face mask and no frame or bite block. In this approach, the patient is monitored continuously during treatment with surface imaging. Tests of a preclinical surface-based imaging system that was compared with an infrared marker block system for healthy volunteers and anthropomorphic phantoms showed an agreement to within 1 mm/ degree between the two systems. Other comparisons of surface imaging with IR-marker-based systems have shown comparable agreement. The open face style mask had sufficient immobilization and motion detection.
Breast and Chest Wall

The breast comprises a significant volume of soft-tissue, is highly deformable, and is therefore difficult to treat without employing generous margins. Another challenge is the relationship between breast surface topography and internal bony anatomy is variable, limiting the utility of MV and kV imaging at aligning the breast tissue. If imaging is only performed weekly, there is then potentially significant interfraction variability in patient setup. Nonradiographic continuous localization technologies such as surface imaging offer the ability to assess breast position, and breast shape in real-time, without requiring additional radiation. Surface imaging can also enable treatment techniques designed to minimize irradiation of normal tissues such as heart, lung, and liver.

Left-Side Whole Breast

Irradiation of the heart during radiation therapy for left-sided breast cancer can increase the risk of ischemic heart disease and coronary artery disease. A focus of breast radiation treatment research has been on reducing dose to normal tissues and reduced late side effects. Late side effects decrease quality of life, and increase mortality through conditions such as ischemic heart disease, coronary artery disease, and secondary cancers. The deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) is a treatment technique that was developed to reduce the amount of heart within radiation treatment fields. In DIBH, the patient is instructed to take a deep breath, and then hold their breath while the treatment beam is turned on. When treating left-sided breast cancer, the deep breath causes an excursion of the chest wall, and moves the heart out of the tangential treatment beams. A DIBH treatment can avoid irradiation of the heart and descending coronary artery in a way that does not require compromise on target volume (eg, from the use of an in-field heart block) or cause excess lung dose.

Surface imaging can be used to monitor the chest wall position during the DIBH. With verbal or audio-visual coaching, it is possible for a patient to perform the DIBH voluntarily and reproducibly. A reproducible deep inspiration chest wall excursion and stable chest wall position for the duration of the breath hold are important for ensuring dosimetric benefit from the DIBH technique. To that end, surface imaging has been widely applied towards the guidance of DIBH. Shah et al. evaluated 50 patients undergoing radiation therapy for whole breast. Patients were aligned daily using surface imaging, and shifts from skin marks were recorded, in comparison with MV port films. Although recorded displacements were not dosimetrically significant, they found that surface imaging would be valuable in reducing setup errors due to reliance on skin marks for setup only, and would require an increase in PTV margin if using the same setup technique for partial breast irradiation.

Accelerated Partial Breast Irradiation

Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) is a hypofractionated technique used to treat the postsurgical cavities of select patients with early-stage breast cancer who have undergone lumpectomy. Compared to whole-breast radiation therapy,
APBI employs relatively smaller target expansions around the tumor bed, between 1 and 2 cm of normal tissue to account for respiratory motion and setup errors. Because breast is a deformable target relative to bony anatomy, surface imaging has been employed to improve setup. Giarga et al. found that target registration error (TRE) of a surface imaging system compared to laser-based alignment, kV imaging of chest wall and kV imaging of surgical clips was on average, 3.2 mm. This was using a gated surface imaging technique. When the surface imaging was ungated, TRE was 6.2 mm, suggesting that to maximize potential reductions in margin size through surface imaging was ungated, TRE was 6.2 mm, suggesting that to maximize potential reductions in margin size through the use of surface imaging, gated acquisition is important if the motion is moving due to respiration.

Chest Wall IMRT

Chest Wall IMRT with photons or protons have steep dose gradients with minimal flash compared with conventional 3D conformal beam arrangements, thus, accurate patient positioning is essential. Batin et al. investigated if surface imaging could reduce the need for radiographic imaging for guiding proton therapy of postmastectomy chest wall patients. They found that surface imaging allowed more accurate positioning of chest wall patients, compared with radiograph-based techniques. The study also found that setup time substantially decreased, from 11 to 6 minutes, when using a surface imaging approach to setup.

Head and Neck

The use of SGRT for treating intracranial lesions has led to the application of SGRT to the treatment of head and neck cancers. The standard of care for the delivery of radiation for head and neck cancers is IMRT, with patients immobilized with a thermoplastic mask covering the head, neck, and shoulders. As SGRT requires direct visualization of the patient's skin surface, and should not be obscured by clothing, sheets, or immobilization, research into SGRT for head and neck has focused on the suitability of open-face masks for immobilizing patients. Initial research into open-faced masks was intended to explore their use for claustrophobic patients who had difficulty tolerating a full head/neck mask, and has led to their combination with surface imaging to monitor for residual patient motion in head and neck patients. Li et al. evaluated the immobilization provided by open-faced masks by performing forced movements with volunteers and evaluating clinical performance with claustrophobic patients. Head motion was less than 2 mm, and it was found that forced head motions in 6 DOF were within 1 mm/1 degree indicating that an open face mask offers comparable immobilization to closed face masks. Both study groups preferred the open face mask in terms of comfort and anxiety. Want et al. compared open and closed masks in a series of patients and evaluated registration errors with daily imaging. Open masks were found to provide comparable immobilization to closed masks; however, they found no statistically significant difference in reported patient anxiety. An open face mask has the additional benefit of permitting more flexibility with mouth/jaw positioning aids and accessories such as tongue retractors or feeding tubes. Open masks may also potentially reduce skin toxicity from the bolus effect of the thermoplastic material against the patient. Using surface imaging to correct head posture prior to pretreatment imaging may reduce pretreatment setup imaging requirements, reduce the need to reenter the room and adjust the patient, and reduce overall treatment times.

Thoracic/Abdominal/Pelvic

Surface imaging has several roles in the treatment of thoracic and abdominal sites. It can improve reproducibility of the treatment setup and help to identify posture errors within immobilization cradles which would otherwise be difficult to correct remotely by conventional treatment couches. Correcting posture errors before therapists leave the room to perform imaging and treatment can improve clinic efficiency and reduce imaging requirements. Surface imaging also provides a continuous localization capability during treatment, and can monitor intrafraction patient position during high dose or hypofractionated treatments, such as SBRT for lung, liver, and spine. Surface imaging has also been used to reduce setup reproducibility in prostate treatments.

In thoracic and abdominal treatments, the most significant component of intrafraction target localization uncertainty is often internal target motion or displacement, due to physiological processes such as breathing. If an optical surface imaging system is installed in the CT simulation room, a patient's skin surface can be measured in real-time, and the dynamic motion of the surface can provide a respiratory trace for 4D-CT studies, or guide inhalation or exhalation breath holds. Respiratory-correlated CT studies are important tools for designing the internal target volume (ITV) and PTV expansions during treatment planning. In the treatment room, surface imaging-based respiratory monitoring can be used to gate the treatment machine depending on the patient's respiratory cycle.

Hughes et al. found that surface imaging provided a respiration surrogate with good correlation to spirometry, without the latter’s tendency towards baseline drift. Spada et al. evaluated the GateCT system and found comparable results to the Varian Real-Time Position Management (RPM) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto) 1D marker block system but observed some phase discrepancies, with potential for 4D-CT binning errors. Schaefer et al. used surface imaging with a deformable registration to achieve multidimensional tracking of the abdominal surface. A respiration surrogate based on a surface may enable a more accurate correlation model between the external and internal anatomy compared with a 1D marker block approach. Kauweloa et al. explored the feasibility of performing 4D-CT acquisitions using GateCT and found good temporal and phase based agreement with Varian RPM, but observed some drift in amplitude measurements. The literature suggests that the use of surface imaging as a respiratory surrogate will continue to be an area of investigation into possible differences between phase and amplitude discrepancies. Other applications of thoracic and abdominal applications of optical surface imaging include the use of...
DIBH in the treatment of mediastinal lymphomas and exhalation breath-holds for treatment of liver and gastric cancers.

**Extremities**

Patients being treated for tumors of the extremities such as sarcoma present a challenging setup for external beam radiation therapy. Owing to their mobility, positioning a limb for treatment can be difficult, necessitating large margins. The limb must also be positioned in such a way that it can be effectively treated without excessively irradiating normal tissues of the body and adjacent limbs. Excess dose to normal tissues can inhibit wound healing if the radiation is delivered postsurgically, causes joint stiffness, lymphedema, or fibrosis. Immobilization of the limb can be achieved with custom devices, and facilitate reproducible setup, however, uncertainties remain. Surface imaging has a role in treatment of extremities and can be used as a nonradiographic alternative to imaging to verify setup of mobile limbs for treatment. However, current systems are limited in their ability to relate surface topography to internal or bony anatomy. Roll, pitch, and yaw of a target cannot be corrected with conventional treatment couches, and must be manually adjusted by a therapist by re-entering the treatment room if such an error is detected on pretreatment imaging. Surface imaging could potentially detect such errors while therapists are still in the treatment room, decreasing time spent on initial setup. Gierga et al. used surface imaging to evaluate setup uncertainty and intrafraction immobilization in patients undergoing radiation therapy for sarcoma. Intrafraction motion was < 2.1 mm suggesting current immobilization techniques are adequate but the interfraction setup error could exceed typical PTV margins used for treating sarcoma, requiring daily image guidance. They conclude that surface imaging will continue to play a role in reducing image requirements by minimizing the need for repeat imaging to get the posture of the limb into the correct treatment position.

**Limitations of Surface Imaging**

There are several important limitations to current surface imaging technologies. Surface imaging requires that the patient’s skin surface be visible to the system, thus the choice of immobilization technology must not obscure too much of the patient’s surface, and becomes a trade-off between surface imaging ability and degree of immobilization. Similarly, poor reflectivity and reproducibility of items such as clothing, blankets, or sheets restrict their use with surface imaging. The surface imaging must not be obscured from imaging the patient by the gantry, imaging arms or other components in the treatment room.

A more fundamental limitation of the application of surface imaging toward target localization is that the relationship between external surface and internal anatomy is not always sufficient to fully localize the target. Thus, it is unlikely that surface imaging will fully replace in-room radiographic imaging systems in the near future, but rather will serve as a complement. Finally, for surface imaging systems and workflows that employ a CT-generated reference surface, it is important to recognize and understand the potential differences between patient surfaces reconstructed from a CT scan, and the surface imaged by an optical system. For example, artifacts in the CT reconstruction can produce reference surfaces that do not accurately describe the patient’s visible topography. Reference surfaces should be reviewed before use as part of a surface imaging QA program.

**Future Applications of Surface Imaging and Potential for Development**

Surface imaging continues to find novel applications in radiation therapy. Based on the large number of studies that have evaluated surface imaging for improving initial patient setup, it is possible that skin marks and 3 point triangulation-based patient setup may be discontinued in favor of a purely SGRT-based approach to patient setup. Although it is unlikely that SGRT will supplant radiographic imaging for target localization (except possibly in the case of breast treatment), it may be possible to reduce or eliminate the need for radiographic setup imaging in some treatment sites, if external surfaces can be correlated to internal anatomy. However, the ability of surface imaging to infer internal target position based on a comparison of external topography to a reference surface requires additional research.

With increased computing power, it can be expected that higher resolution surfaces capturing more detailed information about patient topography will become available. In combination with recent developments in biometrics, surface imaging systems may be useful for enhanced patient identification through facial or other surface recognition. Similarly, improved rigid and deformable registration algorithms may permit automatic detection of patient weight loss or gain and/or tumor size change without requiring acquisition of a weekly CBCT. The ability of surface imaging systems to record position data continuously throughout treatment can be used to inform target margins by providing position uncertainty information acquired over a fraction or course of treatment. This could potentially allow a form of adaptive therapy in which a patient’s own surface imaging-derived motion history is used to design reduced margins in later fractions of their treatment. Alternatively, the motion data could be used for population studies and validation of strategies for calculating target expansions in the presence of random and systematic errors.

**Conclusion**

SGRT has been applied to many sites including brain, breast, head and neck, abdomen, and the extremities. Surface imaging can reduce interfraction and intrafraction target localization errors and allow reductions in target volume expansions designed to account for localization uncertainty. Surface
imaging can also enable breathing correlated CT simulation and treatment delivery, facilitating reductions in margins to account for internal target motion, and sparing normal tissues. Additional benefits of surface imaging include the use of setup and immobilization techniques that confer greater comfort to patients, reduced need for imaging, and improvements to the efficiency and safety of clinical workflows.
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